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Elden Ring Cracked Version is a fantasy action RPG for PlayStation® 4 that lets players awaken their
fantasy adventures using the power of the Elden Ring, a powerful weapon passed down throughout

the ages. • Dark Fantasy by the Side of Light The story takes place in the Lands Between, a land
where the gods ruled over the world. Because of the war between these gods, the Lands Between

was divided into two worlds: the world of darkness and the world of light. As a member of the
forgotten race of the Wanders, a group of people who created the Elden Ring, you leave this world,

where the war rages on, and set out to explore a world full of excitement. • Featuring a Multilayered
Story The story begins with a tale of a party of orphans who travel across the Lands Between in

search of a place called the Underground City. While wandering through the lands, they encounter
an epic battle between the gods and fight with the power of the Wanders' legendary Elden Ring. •

Experience the battle between light and darkness In the Lands Between, where the gods once ruled,
the battle between the deities has continued for ages. You will be guided by an optional guide, who
carries a powerful weapon and will protect you in the most difficult parts of the Lands Between. In

this section, you will travel through the Lands Between, and discover the story of this different world.
"I had no choice but to go on. When they took my family, I knew I had to keep going. But I’d be lying

if I said I wasn’t scared to die. I’d be lying if I said I wasn’t scared to die" —Boruta, a Wanderer.
“They got you trained in the mountains of the Frozen North and even in the Bloodfield. They also
taught you how to use your Elden Ring – the main weapon of the Wanderers, a powerful weapon

passed down in the ages. But the Wanderers have always existed in the shadows, and we have been
treated as an outcast race in the world of light – until now.” Your party receives a letter from a

stranger, inviting them to the Underground City – a legendary train-like giant, which can move even
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in the dark, in a world full of darkness and monsters. In order to go to the Underground City, the
members of your party need to acquire an
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Features Key:
Enter a Land Between with Various Monsters and Begrudgingly Strong Bosses
Possess Equipment and Armor like an Evil Spirit, Ride Automatons, and More

Use a diverse range of in-game melee, attack, defense and skills to establish your identity as a Doom
Knight and forge an identity of your own

Strategic formation and attack tactics. Pillage the map to expand your influence; defend yourself
with the whole body and deploy tactical skills to attack

Wield a wide variety of weapons and armor that gives you unique gameplay styles to develop.
Dominant players have the advantage of being able to form groups and see stronger heroes fight

alongside each other
Vivid graphics, smooth gameplay, and easy controls designed for everyone and become a gamer.

Stay with us
Play with your friends on the same server, multiplayer platform, hot or cold, and when you get tired

of yourself rise
More than 40 skill enhancements that you can also use on other classes

From left and right and from behind! Welcome an Old Shadow and a New Shadow; two soul brothers
born of the same mother!

Adventure story features:

Difficulty Players can Experience is Low; No Tougher than Possible Middle-Class Matches
Settling the Innocent Chaos of Life The fate of the Hero increases the difficulty of a story the more
characters die
Series of Adventures Rage on in Stable Adventurers will be granted the first quest Each New
Adventure Consoles Chivalric Resources above 100, the adventure version begins to be the official
release
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